new perspectives on academic careers
exchange of experiences - networking - having lunch together
discussing actual challenges - exchange with experts

**Gender Lunch** | 10.10.2018 |
**Prof. Dr. Heather Hofmeister** (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main): „How do you learn how to lead? Identifying leadership role models with gender sensibility.“

**Ladies Lunch** | 28.11.2018 |
**Prof. Dr. Birgitt Riegraf** (Universität Paderborn):
„Gender, Power and Academia: Biographical insights“

**Ladies Lunch** | 19.12.2018 |
**Online-Session with Female Scholars in Turkey**
Moderation by **Asli Telli Aydemir, PhD** (Universität Siegen):
„Call for Venus: From Academic Solos to Symphonies in Solidarity“

**Ladies Lunch** | 30.1.2019 |
**Prof. Dr. Gabriele Schabacher** (J. Gutenberg-Universität Mainz):
“Career as Meshwork. Non-strategic Aspects of Proceeding in Academia“

all meetings will take place at:

AH 228 (Herrengarten) from 1-3 p.m.